COURSE SYLLABUS

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

THE TEACHER AS COMPETENT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR

Department of Middle and Secondary Education

Course No. SE 480-01 (1)
SE 480-02 (2)
SE 480-03 (3)

Course Title: Independent Study in Middle and Secondary Education

New: Spring 2000

I. Catalog Description and Credit Hours of Course: Independent work in a specialized area not covered by regular course offerings. (1, 2, or 3)

II. Prerequisite(s): Consent of Instructor.

III. Purposes or Objectives of the Course: Varies depending on the topic of study.

IV. Expectations of Students: Varies depending on the topic of study.

V. Content: Varies depending on the topic of study.

VI. Textbooks: Varies depending on the course content.

VII. Evaluation: Grades will be based on student performance on a combination of written assignments and projects.